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Introduction

Let C be a non-hyperelliptic curve of genus g ≥ 5 over C, and let (J(C),Θ)
be its principally polarized jacobian. The Riemann theta divisor Θ has a
singular locus of pure dimension g − 4, which is irreducible unless C is
either trigonal or bielliptic, in which cases it consists of two irreducible
components. In any event, each component of Sing(Θ) is reduced, and the
projectivised tangent cone to Θ at a general point of such a component
is a rank four quadric containing the canonical curve κ(C) ⊂ Pg−1. The
beautiful geometry of this family of rank four quadrics has been exploited
in the epochal paper [1], in which A. Andreotti and A. Mayer proposed
an extremely original attack to Schottky’s problem. Indeed they proved
that the jacobian locus Jg in Ag, the moduli space of principally polarized
abelian varieties of dimension g, is an irreducible component of the so-called
Andreotti-Mayer locus Ng−4, i.e. the locus of points in Ag corresponding to
all pairs (A, Θ) such that dim(Sing(Θ)) ≥ g − 4. It is still an open problem
however to characterize Jg among the various components of Ng−4. For
informations, conjectures and recent results on this subject see [5].

In [6, 7], rather than the aforementioned family of rank four quadrics
through the canonical curve, we studied the family of Pg−3’s in Pg−1, con-
tained in such quadrics, which are (g− 1)–secant to κ(C) (see also [8]). Our
main tool was the so–called theory of foci, a classical subject in projective
differential geometry, which goes back to the second half of XIX century.
Indeed, one of our sources of inspiration was the paper [14] by C. Segre. We
prove in fact that the focal locus in the general space Λ of the above family
of Pg−3’s is a non–degenerate curve F of degree g − 3. This is a rational
normal curve, unless C is exceptional, i.e. trigonal, bielliptic or a smooth
plane quintic, in which case F is reducible. With a rather subtle analysis
we were able to reconstruct the canonical curve from the family of focal
curves, thus giving a new proof of Torelli’s theorem, which in our view was
conceptually different form the existing ones.

In the present paper we go back to this approach. Actually, we go deeper
into the study of focal properties, by exploiting higher order foci, i.e. the
foci of the family of first order rational normal focal curves, in case C is
not exceptional. It turns out that the canonical curve can be reconstructed
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from higher order foci, thus providing a new and more transparent proof of
Torelli’s theorem in this way.

However, were only for another proof of Torelli’s theorem, we would have
probably not invested time and energy in writing the present note. The fact
is that we believe that the interest of the present higher order focal approach
goes well beyond the scope of this paper. Indeed, what our construction
suggests is that a central object in the geometry of a canonical curve is
the focal locus Φ described as the closure of the union of all focal curves
F ⊂ Λ, when Λ varies among all Pg−3’s which are (g − 1)–secant to κ(C).
We conjecture that, if C has general moduli, Φ is a hypersurface and κ(C)
is an irreducible component of its singular locus. This conjecture ((which
holds for g = 5, 6, see [4]) suggests a new attack to the Schottky’s problem
in the spirit of Andreotti–Mayer. Indeed, the same focal construction can
be made any time we have a principally polarized abelian variety (A,Θ),
with Sing(Θ) reduced of dimension g − 4, i.e. for the general point of any
well behaved component of Ng−4. It is then reasonable to conjecture also
that Jg is the only component of Ng−4 such that, for its general point
(A,Θ) the corresponding focal locus Φ is a hypersurface whose singular
locus has a (genus g, canonical) curve as an irreducible component. An
affirmative answer to this conjecture would be, in our view, a fulfilment of
Andreotti–Mayer’s original project. It should finally be the case that the
Brill–Noether theory of C is reflected in geometric properties of the focal
variety. In conclusion, the present approach opens up a whole uncharted
territory, which we plan to explore in the next future. The present paper
should be seen as a warming up for this.

This paper is organized as follows. In §1 we recall the general theory
of foci. In §2 we concentrate on focal properties of (r − 2)–dimensional
families of Pr−2’s in Pr for r ≥ 4 The short §3 is devoted to the particular
example of families of Pr−2’s contained in the rank four quadrics of a family
of dimension r− 3 in Pr. In §4 we consider the main case of interest for us,
i.e. the family of Pg−3’s which are (g − 1)–secant to a canonical curve of
genus g. Finally §5 is devoted to the proof of Torelli’s theorem.

1. The general theory of foci

In this paper we work over the complex field. Consider a flat family of
closed subschemes of a projective scheme Y :

(1) Ξ � � //

f

��

B × Y

B

parametrized by a scheme B, where f is induced by the projection

q2 : B × Y // Y .

We will denote by Ξ(b) the fibre of f : Ξ → B over b ∈ B.
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Denote by
N := NΞ/B×Y

the normal sheaf of Ξ in B × Y , and let

T (q2)|Ξ

be the restriction to Ξ of the tangent sheaf along the fibres of q2. The global
characteristic map of the family (1) is the homomorphism:

χ : T (q2)|Ξ // N

defined by the following exact and commutative diagram:

(2) 0

��
T (q2)|Ξ

��

χ // N

0 // TΞ
//

df

��

TB×Y |Ξ //

��

N

f∗TY f∗TY

For each b ∈ B the homomorphism χ induces a homomorphism

χb : TB,b ⊗OΞ(b) // NΞ(b)/Y

called the characteristic map of the family (1) at the point b. Note that the
flat family (1) induces a functorial morphism

ϕ : B // HilbY

where HilbY is the Hilbert scheme parametrizing closed subschemes of Y .
Then the linear map:

H0(χb) : TB,b
// H0(NΞ(b)/Y )

is dϕb, the differential of ϕ at the point b.
In the following we will assume that both Y and the family (1) are smooth.

In this case all the sheaves in (2) are locally free. From a diagram-chasing
it follows that

ker(χ) = ker(df)

and therefore

Proposition 1.
dim[f(Ξ)] = dim(Ξ)− rk[ker(χ)]
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Let’s denote by V (χ) the closed subscheme of Ξ defined by the condition:

rk(χ) < min
{
rk[T (q2)|Ξ], rk(N )

}
= min {dim(B), codimB×Y (Ξ)}

We will call the points of V (χ) first order foci of the family (1). V (χ) is the
scheme of first order foci, and the fiber of V (χ) over a point b ∈ B:

V (χ)b = V (χb) ⊆ Ξ(b)

is the scheme of first order foci at b.
If χ has maximal rank, i.e. if χ is either injective or has torsion cokernel,

then V (χ) is a proper closed subscheme of Ξ. If χ does not have maximal
rank then V (χ) = Ξ.

2. Families of Pr−2’s in Pr

We will now consider a special case of the situation considered above,
namely (r− 2)-dimensional families of Pr−2’s in an r-dimensional projective
space, with r ≥ 4. Our motivation is a specific example of such a family
which arises in connection with the geometry of canonical curves. Before
considering such example in detail in §4 below, we want to make some general
remarks which will be helpful later on.

Let V be an (r + 1)-dimensional vector space, r ≥ 4, P = P(V ), and let

(3) Λ ⊂ S × P
be a family of (r − 2)-dimensional linear subspaces of P, parametrized by a
quasi-projective irreducible and nonsingular scheme S of dimension dim(S) =
r − 2. Therefore

dim(Λ) = 2r − 4
Let

S × P
q1

��

q2 // P

S

be the projections, and

Λ
q1

��

f // P

S

the induced maps. We will assume that the functorial map

ϕ : S // Gr−2(P)

to the grassmannian of (r − 2)–dimensional linear subspaces of P is gener-
ically finite to its image. The family (3) is called non–degenerate if f is
dominant. Note that

dim(f(Λ)) ≥ r − 1
since otherwise the family (3) would be constant.
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Lemma 1. The family (3) is non–degenerate if and only if f(Λ) is not
contained in a hyperplane.

Proof. Assume that the family is degenerate. Then f(Λ) is a hypersurface
of P containing an (r− 2)-dimensional family of Pr−2’s. By a theorem of B.
Segre ([13], §8), f(Λ) is a hyperplane, a contradiction. �

For the rest of this section we will assume that (3) is non degenerate. For
each x ∈ f(Λ) we have:

r − 2 ≥ dim[f−1(x)] ≥ 2r − 4− r = r − 4

The first equality holds if and only if every fibre Λs of the family (3)
contains x. Then (3) is obtained from a (r − 2)–dimensional family Λ′ of
linear spaces of dimension r − 3 in a hyperplane of P not containing x, by
joining the linear spaces in Λ′ with x. If this happens, we will say that Λ
presents the cone case.

The second equality holds for a general choice of x. A fundamental point
of the family (3) is a point x ∈ f(Λ) such that

r − 2 ≥ dim[f−1(x)] ≥ r − 3

From the hypothesis that (3) is non degenerate and from Lemma 1 it follows
that the global characteristic map χ of our family has torsion cokernel.

Let s ∈ S and Λs be the corresponding element of the family (3). Then
Λs = P(U), where U ⊂ V is a subspace of codimension 2. Then:

NΛs =
V

U
⊗OΛs(1)

and the characteristic map

χs : TsS ⊗OΛs →
V

U
⊗OΛs(1)

induces the map:

H0(χs) : TsS → Hom
(

U,
V

U

)
which coincides with dϕs, the differential of ϕ at the point s. The assumption
that φ is generically finite to its image implies that H0(χs) is injective if
s ∈ S is a general point.

Since χs is a map of locally free sheaves of ranks r− 2 and 2 respectively
on Λs

∼= Pr−2, the focal scheme V (χs) has codimension at most r − 3, and
one may expect that if χs is sufficiently general then V (χs) is a rational
normal curve.

The map χs is said to be 1-generic if every non-zero element of TsS is
mapped via H0(χs) to a surjective homomorphism U // V/U . This is a
generality assumption on H0(χs). Indeed, assuming that H0(χs) is injective,
which is the case if s ∈ S is general, and projectivizing this map, we have
an embedding of P(TsS) ' Pr−3 into P(U∗ ⊗ V

U ) ' P2r−3 as a linear space
Π , and the requirement is that Π should not intersect the Segre variety
P(U∗)× P(V

U ), which has dimension r − 1.
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The following result will be used:

Proposition 2. V (χs) is a rational normal curve if and only if χs is 1-
generic.

For the proof we refer to [10].
We will assume from now on in this section that for a general s ∈ S the

focal scheme V (χs) ⊂ Λs is a rational normal curve Fs.
Then V (χ) has a unique irreducible component F dominating S having

dimension dim(F ) = r− 1. We set Φ = f(F ) and call it the focal variety of
the family (3). One has:

(4) 2 ≤ dim[Φ] ≤ r − 1

Proposition 3. Assume that dim[Φ] = 2. Then Φ is a rational normal
scroll if r ≥ 5. If r = 4 then Φ is either a rational normal scroll or a
projection of the Veronese surface.

Proof. If r = 4 then Φ ⊂ P = P4 is a surface containing a 2-dimensional
family of conics. Therefore, by a classical theorem of Darboux [9] (for a
recent reference, see for instance [12], Theorem 32) it must be a rational
normal scroll or the projection of the Veronese surface ν2(P2) ⊂ P5 from an
outer point.

If r ≥ 5 then we project Φ from r − 4 general points. We get a surface
Φ′ ⊂ P4 containing a 2-dimensional family of conics. Since Φ′ contains lines,
i.e. the images of the centers of projection, it must be a scroll and therefore
S is a rational normal scroll. �

We can now apply the machinery of §1 to the focal family :

(5) F ⊂ S × P
for which we have a global characteristic map:

ξ : T (q2)|F // NF/S×P

The first order foci of (5), i.e. the points of V (ξ), are called second order foci
of the family (3). We obtain a scheme of second order foci F (2) := V (ξ) ⊂ F .
By Proposition (1) we have

dim[f(F )] = r − 1− rk[ker(ξ)]

and inequalities (4) correspond to the inequalities:

r − 3 ≥ rk[ker(ξ)] ≥ 0

If dim[f(F )] < r − 1 then F (2) = F . If dim[f(F )] = r − 1 then F (2) is a
proper closed subscheme of F . In any case

dim[f(F (2))] ≤ r − 2

Let’s analize the second order foci more closely.
Let

Fs ⊂ Λs =: Λ = P(U) ⊂ P
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with s ∈ S, be a general element of the family (5). Then:

ξs = ξ ⊗OFs : TsS ⊗OFs
// NFs

where NFs = NFs/P. Moreover

ker(ξs) = ker(ξ)⊗OFs

because Im(ξ) is torsion free and therefore Tor1(Im(ξ),OFs) = 0. Therefore,
if we want to know dim[f(F )] it will suffice to know rk[ker(ξs)] for a general
s ∈ S. Let’s denote by L the invertible sheaf of degree 1 on Fs and consider
the following exact and commutative diagram:

(6) 0 // ker(ρ)

��

// TsS ⊗OFs

ξs

��

ρ // V
U ⊗OFs

0 // NFs/Λ // NFs g
// V
U ⊗OFs

// 0

where the homomorphism ρ is defined by the diagram. The second row is
the exact sequence of normal bundles of Fs: it splits because

Ext1(OFs(1), NFs/Λ) ∼= H1(Fs, NFs/Λ(−1)) = 0

since NFs/Λ
∼= (Lr)⊕(r−3) and therefore NFs/Λ(−1) ∼= (L2)⊕(r−3).

Lemma 2. Im(ρ) is an invertible sheaf of degree r − 3.

Proof. Since Fs is a focal curve, one has rk[ρ] ≤ 1 everywhere on Fs. On
the other hand

H0(ρ) : TsS // Hom
(
U, V

U

)
is injective, hence ρ 6= 0. Therefore Im(ρ) is an invertible sheaf. The injectiv-
ity of H0(ρ) implies that h0(Im(ρ)) ≥ r−2, and therefore deg[Im(ρ)] ≥ r−3.
Moreover, since:

V

U
⊗OFs(1) ∼= OFs(1)⊕OFs(1)

composing with the two projections we get at least one non-trivial homo-
morphism

Im(ρ) // OFs(1)

and therefore:
deg[Im(ρ)] ≤ deg[OFs(1)] = r − 2

Let’s assume that deg[Im(ρ)] = r − 2. Then

Im(ρ) = 〈v〉 ⊗ OFs(1)

for some v ∈ V
U . But then H0(ρ)(TsS) ⊂ Hom(U, 〈v〉) does not consist of sur-

jective homomorphisms, contradicting 1-genericity. Therefore deg[Im(ρ)] =
r − 3. �

From Lemma 2 it follows that

Im(ρ) ∼= Lr−3;
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moreover, since H0(ker(ρ)) = 0, deg[ker(ρ)] = −(r− 3) and ker(ρ) is locally
free of rank r − 3, it follows that:

ker(ρ) ∼=
r−3⊕

L−1

Denote by E = g−1(Im(ρ)), which is a locally free subsheaf of rank r − 2 of
NFs . Recalling that

NFs/Λ
∼=

r−3⊕
Lr

we deduce from (6) the following commutative and exact diagram:

(7) 0 // ⊕r−3 L−1

��

//

ζs

��

TsS ⊗OFs

ξs

��

ρ // Lr−3 // 0

0 // ⊕r−3 Lr // E // Lr−3 // 0

The second row splits and

E ∼=
r−3⊕

Lr ⊕ Lr−3

The second order foci in Λ are defined by det(ξs), which, if not identically
zero (i.e. if ξs is injective), has degree

deg(det(E)) = (r − 3)(r + 1)

Note that the degrees of the entries of the focal matrix defining ξs are as
follows:

(8)


r r · · · r
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
r r · · · r
r − 3 r − 3 · · · r − 3


The injectivity of ξs is equivalent to that of ζs: if they hold then det(ζs) =
det(ξs). In particular from the above discussion we obtain:

Proposition 4. If the focal variety Φ is a hypersurface, then, for s ∈ S

general, the scheme of second order foci in Λs is a subscheme F
(2)
s ⊂ Fs of

finite lenght equal to (r − 3)(r + 1).

The next proposition explains the role of fundamental points.

Proposition 5. Assume that Φ is a hypersurface. Let x ∈ f(Λ) be a funda-
mental point of the family (3). Then x is a second order focus which counts
with multiplicity at least r − 3 in each F

(2)
s to which it belongs.

Proof. Let z ∈ f−1(x) and s = q1(z). The hypothesis implies that dim(f−1(x)) =
r − 4 + h with 1 ≤ h ≤ 2. Then

dim[ker(χs)] = dim[ker(dfz)] ≥ r − 4 + h
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and therefore z ∈ V (χ) = F .
It follows that f−1(x) ⊂ F , and that

dim[ker(ξs)] = dim[ker(dfz)] ≥ r − 4 + h

Therefore we see that

rkz[Im(ξs)] ≤ r − 2− (r − 4 + h) = 2− h

This means that a lower bound for the multiplicity of x in F
(2)
s is

corkz(ξs) ≥ r − 4 + h ≥ r − 3

�
If Φ is not a hypersurface then F

(2)
s = Fs for general s ∈ S. This means

that rk(ξs) ≤ r − 3 identically on Fs. In this case we define the scheme of
3-rd order foci F

(3)
s ⊂ Fs as the subscheme defined by the condition

rk(ξs) ≤ r − 4

i.e. by the submaximal minors of ξs. It is still possible that this condition
is identically satisfied on Fs. Then we proceed to define higher order foci.
Precisely, let r − k = dim[Φ], k ≥ 2, be the rank of ξs at the general point
of Fs. Then the scheme of foci of order k is the closed subscheme F

(k)
s of Fs

defined by the condition

rk(ξs) ≤ r − k − 1

Proposition 6. (i) deg(F (k)
s ) ≤ (r − k − 1)r + r − 3 for each s ∈ S such

that F
(k)
s is defined.

(ii) If x ∈ f(Λ) is a fundamental point of the family (3) then x is a focus
of order k which counts with multiplicity at least r − k − 1 in each F

(k)
s to

which it belongs.

Proof. The degree of F
(k)
s is bounded by the minimum degree of a non-

identically zero minor of order r − k of the matrix (8) defining ξs. We can
always arrange that such a minor includes non–zero entries of the last row
of (8), because this row is not identically zero on Fs (see the proof of Lemma
2). Therefore, recalling (8), we deduce (i). The proof of part (ii) is the same
as in Proposition 5. �

3. An example: families of quadrics of rank 4

Important special cases of the families of Pr−2’s in Pr considered in §2
arise from families of quadrics. Consider a family of quadrics in Pr:

(9) Q � � //

q

��

Σ× Pr

Σ
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parametrized by an irreducible and nonsingular quasi-projective scheme Σ
of dimension r−3. Assume that all fibres of q are quadrics of rank 4. Each of
them contains two 1-dimensional rulings of P(r−2)’s. When s ∈ Σ varies we
obtain an (r − 2)-dimensional family of P(r−2)’s: it is the q-relative Hilbert
scheme of linear spaces of dimension r − 2:

(10) Λ
f

~~||
||

||
||

� � //

q1

��

Q � � //

q

��

Σ× Pr

Pr S α
// Σ

S is quasi-projective and nonsingular of dimension r− 2, and f denotes the
projection. The morphism α has degree 2. We have the following useful
fact:

Proposition 7. Assume that the family q1 is non-degenerate and that:
- For a general s ∈ S, the focal scheme Fs ⊂ Λs is a rational normal curve.
- the focal variety Φ) is a hypersurface.
Let vs be the vertex of the quadric Qα(s). Then vs∩Fs contains at least r−3
points for a general s ∈ S.

Proof. See [7], p. 889. �

4. Secant spaces to canonical curves

In this section we will consider a special remarkable example of a family
(9). We start by introducing the basic terminology and notation. For what
not expressely proved here we refer ther reader to §1 of [7].

Let C be a projective irreducible nonsingular nonhyperelliptic curve of
genus g ≥ 5 and let P = P(V ), where V = H1(C,OC). Denote by

κ : C // P

the canonical embedding of C, defined by the complete canonical linear
series |K|. As customary, we will use the symbol gr

n to mean “a linear series
of dimension r and degree n”. We denote by Cn the n-th symmetric product
of C and by Wn(C) the image of the Abel-Jacobi map

α : Cn
// Picn(C)

In particular we denote as usual by

Θ = Wg−1(C) ⊂ Picg−1(C)

the theta divisor. Moreover we let

Cr
n = {D ∈ Cn : h0(D) ≥ r + 1}

and
W r

n = W r
n(C) = αn(Cr

n) = {L ∈ Picn(C) : h0(L) ≥ r + 1}
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We will consider W r
n with its natural scheme structure. By the Riemann

singularity theorem we have

Sing(Θ) = W 1
g−1

and the double point locus of Θ is

Sing2(Θ) = W 1
g−1\W 2

g−1

Sing2(Θ) has a scheme structure and its smooth locus is a dense open subset
Σ of pure dimension g − 4. We let

S = α−1
g−1(Σ)

which is an open and dense subset of W 1
g−1\W 2

g−1. The restriction of αg−1

to S is a P1-bundle:
α : S // Σ

In particular S is smooth of pure dimension g − 3.
We have a family of linear spaces of codimension 2 in P parametrized by

S which is naturally defined as follows.
Consider the universal divisor of degree g − 1

Dg−1 ⊂ Cg−1 × C

and let DS := Dg−1∩(S×C). Denoting by p : S × C // S the projection,
we have a homomorphism of locally free sheaves:

R1p∗OS×C
// R1p∗OS×C(DS) // 0

whose kernel is a locally free subsheaf F of

R1p∗OS×C
∼= H1(C,OC)⊗OS

of rank g − 2. Taking associated projectivized bundles we obtain

(11) Λ := P(F) ⊂ P(R1p∗OS×C) = S × P

The fibre Λs over a point s ∈ S is the linear span 〈Ds〉 of the divisor Ds of
degree g−1 parametrized by s. Therefore (11) is a non–degenerate family of
linear spaces of codimension 2 in P which are (g−1)-secant to the canonical
curve κ(C).

Note that the family Λ arises from a family of rank 4 quadrics, as de-
scribed in §3. Indeed, given a linear series ξ corresponding to a point of Σ
with residual ξ′ with respect to |K|, then

Qξ =
⋃
D∈ξ

〈D〉

is a quadric of rank 4, unless ξ = ξ′, in which case it has rank 3. If Qξ has
rank 4, the other ruling of Qξ is given by all spaces 〈D′〉, with D ∈ ξ′.

Keeping the notation of §2 we denote by V (χ) ⊂ Λ the focal scheme of
the family (11).
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Theorem 1. If s ∈ S is a general point of an irreducible component, and
Ds is the divisor of degree g − 1 cut on C by Λs, then Fs = V (χs) ⊂ Λs is
a rational normal curve if and only if the pencil |Ds| is base point free.

Proof. See Corollary 2.6 of [7]. �
For simplicity we will call C exceptional if it is either trigonal, or biellip-

tic, or a nonsingular plane quintic. These are precisely the cases in which
W 1

g−1 = Sing(Θ) is reducible and has an irreducible component consisting
of g1

g−1’s having base points (see [7], Theorem 1.4). Moreover, if C is not
exceptional, the ideal of κ(C) is generated by quadrics (see [2]). Hence the
family (11) does not present the cone case, because, by a theorem of M.
Green [11], the rank four quadrics containing κ(C) generate the quadratic
part of the ideal of κ(C) if C is non–hyperelliptic.

If C is not exceptional then S is irreducible and nonsingular of dimension
g−3 and for a general s ∈ S the pencil |Ds| is a base point free 1

g−1. Therefore
we see that the cases in which the conclusion of Theorem 1 does not hold
are precisely when C is exceptional. Let’s briefly recall what happens in the
exceptional cases, which we have studied in [7].

(a) If C is trigonal then W 1
g−1(C) = W ∪W ′ has two irreducible components,

which are interchanged by residuation with respect to ωC . One of them, say
W , consists generically of linear series of the form L = h + P1 + · · ·Pg−4,
where h is the g1

3 and P1, . . . , Pg−4 ∈ C are general points. In particular all
such L’s have g− 4 fixed points. If s ∈ α−1(L) ⊂ S then the focal scheme is
reducible into g − 3 distinct lines:

Fs = r1 ∪ · · · ∪ rg−3

where r1 is a trisecant of κ(C), and r2, . . . , rg−3 meet r1 in g − 4 distinct
points. The curve Fs has only nodes as singularities and arithmetic genus
zero.

(b) If C is bielliptic then W 1
g−1(C) = W∪W ′ has two irreducible components,

which are mapped into themselves by residuation with respect to ωC . One
of them, say W , consists generically of linear series having g−5 base points,
the movable part being the pull back on C of a g1

2 on the elliptic curve 2-to-1
covered by C. For a general s ∈ S such that α(s) ∈ W the focal curve Fs

consists of g − 3 generating lines of the elliptic cone containing κ(C).

(c) If C is a nonsingular plane quintic, one has g = 6 and the general g1
5 on

C has a base point Q, the movable part being a g1
4 cut out on C by a pencil

of lines through a point P ∈ C with P 6= Q. If D = P1 + . . . + P4 + Q is a
divisor of such a series, with P1, . . . , P4 on a line `, then D corresponds to a
point s of the unique irreducible component of S and

Fs = Γ ∪ r

where r is a line, Γ is the conic image of ` on the Veronese surface in P5 on
which κ(C) sits, and r is a chord of the Veronese surface, meeting in one
point each Γ and κ(C).
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From Theorem 1 it follows that if C is not exceptional then V (χ) has
a unique irreducible component F dominating S; F has dimension g − 2,
and its fibre Fs over a general point s ∈ S is the rational normal curve
Fs = V (χ)s. If s corresponds to the reduced divisor D = P1 + . . . + Pg−1,
Fs can be described as the unique rational normal curve in 〈D〉, containing
P1, . . . , Pg−1 which is in addition (g − 3)–secant the vertex of the quadric
Qξ, with ξ = |D|.

5. A proof of Torelli’s Theorem

We keep the same notation as in the previous section. In particular we let
C be a projective irreducible nonsingular nonhyperelliptic curve of genus g ≥
5. The open subset Σ ⊂ Sing2(Θ) parametrizes the family of projectivized
tangent cones of Θ along Σ:

(12) Q � � //

q

��

Σ× P

Σ

and this is a family of quadrics of rank four in P ∼= Pg−1. Precisely, this is
the family of rank four quadrics containing the canonical curve κ(C) (see
[3]).

We have the following:

Theorem 2. The family (12), and a fortiori the pair (Picg−1(C),Θ), deter-
mines the family (11) and the morphism α : S // Σ up to composition
with the involution j : Σ // Σ induced by residuation with respect to ωC .

Proof. As we did in §3 we can consider the relative Hilbert scheme of linear
spaces of dimension g − 3 contained in the fibres of q. It is not difficult to
show that the universal family (10) is the family (11). For details see [7],
Theorem 1.2. �

Using Theorem 2 and studying the geometry of first order foci of the
family (12), in [7] we gave a proof of the classical Torelli’s theorem. We will
now give another, simpler and more transparent, proof which uses higher
order foci.

Theorem 3 (Torelli). Let C be a projective irreducible nonsingular non-
hyperelliptic and non-exceptional curve of genus g ≥ 5. Then C can be
reconstructed from the pair (Picg−1(C),Θ).

Proof. Thanks to Theorem 2, it suffices to prove that C can be reconstructed
from the family (11). Let g − 1− k = dim[Φ] be the rank of ξs at a general
point of Fs and let, as usual, F

(k)
s be the scheme of order k foci.

Note that dim[Φ] > 2. Otherwise, by Proposition 3, Φ would either be a
rational normal scroll or a projection of the Veronese surface in P4. Then
the parameter space S of the family (11) would be rational, contrary to the
fact that S dominates Sing(Θ) which sits in the jacobian of C.
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By Proposition 6, we have

deg(F (k)
s ) ≤ (g − k − 2)(g − 1) + g − 4

Moreover the g − 1 points of Ds = κ(C) ∩ Λs are fundamental points:
therefore, again by the same proposition, they are foci of order k, and each
of them counts with multiplicity at least g − k − 2 ≥ 2 in F

(k)
s . Therefore

there are at most g − 4 foci of order k different from those in Ds. The
algebraic set

Z :=
⋃

s∈S◦

F
(k)
s

(where S◦ ⊂ S denotes the open set where foci of order k are defined)
contains the curve κ(C) as a component, and it cannot contain any other
canonical curve as a component. In fact if Y ⊂ Z is another canonical curve
then the family (11) is also the family of Pg−3’s which are (g − 1)-secant
to Y and therefore it is also obtained from the pair (Picg−1(Y ),ΘY ). This
implies that, for s ∈ S general, Y ∩Λs contains g − 1 points of multiplicity
at least g − 4 for F

(k)
s . This implies that Y ∩ κ(C) ∩ Λs 6= ∅ for s ∈ S◦

general. Therefore Z = κ(C). �

Remark 1. The proof of Theorem 3 does not apply to exceptional curves.
However, even in these cases, the family (11) can be used to reconstruct the
curve.

If C is either trigonal or bielliptic, the parameter space S has two compo-
nents. For one of the resulting families, the general focal curve is reducible.
For the other it is irreducible and the proof of Theorem 3 applies.

If C is a smooth plane quintic, the general focal curve is of the form Γ∪r,
where Γ describes the Veronese surface V on which κ(C) sits and r cuts V
in two points, one on Γ, the other on κ(C). When r varies, the latter point
describes κ(C), which can be thus reconstructed from the family (11).

Even in the hyperelliptic case the focal theory can be applied to prove
Torelli’s theorem. Let us briefly explain how. In this case Sing(Θ) is irre-
ducible of dimension g− 3, its general point corresponding to a linear series
of the form P1 + . . . + Pg−3 + ξ, where P1, . . . , Pg−3 are general point on the
curve C and ξ is the hyperelliptic involution. The corresponding tangent
cones to Θ give rise to a family Q → Σ of rank four quadrics parametrized
by the smooth locus of Sing(Θ). As in §3, this defines a family Λ → S, of
linear subspaces of dimension g− 3 in P. Contrary to the non–hyperelliptic
case, the parameter space now has dimension g − 2. Applying the gen-
eral theory of foci recalled in §1, one sees that the first order focal scheme
Fs ⊂ Λs for s ∈ S general, consists of g − 1 points. These are precisely the
intersections of Λs with the rational normal curve κ(C), which can be thus
reconstructed. Finally one has to locate the branch points of ξ on κ(C).
This can be done by looking at the ramification of the natural map of S to
the family of (g − 1)–secant Pg−3 to κ(C).
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Note that, in any event, the cases C hyperelliptic or a smooth plane
quintic are easy (see [6], Corollary (3.5)).
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